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London, England
by Celia

TRAVEL
THE WORLD

London is found in southeast England.
It is the largest city in Europe. The Queen
lives in London with her family. Their
home is called Buckingham Palace.
You’ll see many guards around the palace
protecting Queen Elizabeth.

Sydney Australia
Sydney,
by Mason
Sydney is the oldest and the largest city
in Australia. It is on the southeast coast of
Australia. It is a beautiful place to live
and visit. A person who lives in Sydney
is called a Sydneysider.
People like to take trips to Sydney because
there are many things to see and do. It has
a variety of ﬁsh markets. Two of the famous
places to see are the Sydney Opera House
and Sydney Harbour Bridge.

... and write about it!

There are many sights to see and more
than 100 theaters in London. Big Ben in
St. Stephen’s Tower is a popular place to
visit. The people drink lots of tea and ride
double-decker buses.

Anchorage, Alaska
Ala
by Akira
Anchorage is the largest city in Alaska
and surrounded by many mountains. The
city has awesome sights, and the people
are friendly. You can even see wild animals
in Anchorage. It’s the perfect place to take
lots of pictures.
You can ﬁsh at Ship Creek in downtown
Anchorage. That’s a cool place to catch
giant salmon. I saw a picture on my mom’s
computer of a man from Anchorage
holding a salmon weighing 50 pounds!
I’ve never tasted salmon, but my mom
said she would make it for me one day.

Celia

Mason
Akira
Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro Brazil
by Isabella
Rio de Janeiro (Rio) is on the Atlantic coast
and the second largest city in Brazil. It is
nicknamed the Marvelous City. It is known
for its beaches, shopping, museums, music,
fo
aand yearly carnival celebration. A famous
bbeach in Rio is the Copacabana.
Rio’s Christ the Redeemer statue is one of
R
the world’s most famous statues. It stands
th
oon top of a mountain and is 130 feet tall.
People who live in Rio are called cariocas.
P
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Featured Display
Give each student a passport to explore
the wonders of the world!
• Display the pieces from the set as
shown, along with The World
Wipe-Off® Map.
• Ask students to choose a major city
in the world they have not visited to
research and explore.
• Have them write a report about the
city, sharing interesting facts about it.
• Display student reports, a passport
identifying the student who wrote
the report, and words of praise.

You’ll need
T8296

Keep the theme going

Passport to Learning
Bulletin Board Set
T432
Red 2" Casual
Ready Letters®
T91352 World Flags
Terrific Trimmers®
T9877 Red Terrific Trimmers®
T11416 Stars 'n Swirls
Terrific Papers®
T27302 The World
Wipe-Off® Map

T8259

Yellow paper, double-sided tape

T10896

T79802
T10623
T10980
T10971
T10846

T38930
T46351
T85078
T6138
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Continents & Countries
Bulletin Board Set
Black 4" Friendly Ready Letters®
Praise Words
Classic Accents® Variety Pack
Passports
Classic Accents® Variety Pack
Winning Tickets
Classic Accents® Variety Pack
Winning Tickets
Mini Accents Variety Pack
Praise Words
Mini Accents Variety Pack
Continents
Learning Charts Combo Pack
Praise Words
superShapes Stickers – Large
People of the World
Bolder Borders®
Famous Landmarks Bingo

